The temperature increase measured in vitro in human fetal femurs exposed to 1 MHz, continuous wave ultrasound at 37 øC is reported. The temperature is measured with a thermocouple probe and is given for several gestational ages. The initial rate of the temperature increase in the specimens is evaluated and compared to known values of absorption in soft tissue. For example, the initial rate of temperature increase in the 108-day gestational age specimen resulting from exposure to ultrasound is 30 times greater in the fetal bone than that of soft tissue with an absorption coefficient of 0.05 cm-•.
INTRODUCTION
Although the use of ultrasound as a diagnostic tool in obstetrics has become ubiquitous, concern that deleterious effects may occur continues (AIUM, 1988) . A physical mechanism by which biological effects could, under some exposure conditions, be produced is the deposition of heat in the tissue as a result of energy absorbed from the acoustic wave (Dunn et al., 1969) . Knowledge of the absorption coefficient enables calculation• to be made of the temperature increase, using the diffusion or the bioheat equations, which then allows the thermal effects to the tissue to be assessed.
Although values of the absorption coefficient for many tissues have been reported, including some attenuation values for bone (Goss et al., 1978 (Goss et al., , 1980 In the absence of knowledge of absorption in fetal bone, the measured temperature increase resulting from exposure of the specimen to ultrasound is useful for assessing thermal effects. In this study, the temperature increase in human fetal femurs exposed, in vitro, to 1 MHz, continuous-wave (cw) ultrasound is presented. The transient thermoelectric method, originally developed for measuring the absorption coefficient in soft tissues and liquids, is employed to measure the temperature increase (Fry and Fry, 1954a, b) . The specimens represent the range of gestational ages from 59-108 days. The temperature increase measured over an extended period of time, as well as the time derivative of the temperature at 0.2 s following initiation of exposure to a square acoustic pulse, was measured. The time necessary for the temperature to increase by 1 øC is considered a useful parameter and is presented for the described exposure conditions (ALUM, 1988 ).
I. METHODS
The fetal femur specimens were obtained from the Central Laboratory for Human Embryology, University of Washington, Seattle, WA. The specimens were frozen and packed in dry ice, shipped via overnight mail, and stored at --70 øF prior to the measurement procedures. The fetal femurs were exposed to 1 MHz, cw ultrasound using the tran- Two transducers were used to obtain the data presented in Table I . The 59-and 89-day specimens were irradiated at the focal point ofa 1 MHz, 5.08-cm aperture, focused PZT-4 transducer, with a radius of curvature of 15 cm and 3-and 6-dB beamwidths of 0.5 and 0.6 cm, respectively. All remaining specimens were irradiated with an unfocused, 1-MHz, 2.54-cm aperture, PZT-4 transducer with 3-find 6-dB beamwidths of 1 and 1.5 cm, respectively, at the field position Table ! lists the temperature increases measured in the specimens at specific exposure intensities, as well as the length and diameter of the various gestational age specimens studied. The error in the measured temperature is less than 3%. The exposure intensities were determined in the free field in degassed mammalian Ringer's solution with a thermoelectric probe that had been calibrated against a steel sphere radiometer (Dunn et al., 1977) . The temperature increase was measured for two different 108-day gestational age specimens in order to assess the repeatability of the entire procedure, which yielded a difference in the temperature increase between the two specimens of approximately 6% for the range of times listed in Table I .
The temperature increase of the 78-day specimen, irradiated with the unfocused transducer, versus intensity is shown in Fig. 2 The temperature increase measured at long times in the femur specimens is a function of the intensity at the point of measurement, thermal diffusivity, amount of acoustic energy converted to heat, i.e., absorption, and the total heating volume of the specimens. The thermal diffusivity and absorption are expected to vary with gestational age. A measure is desired to identify the portion of the temperature increase that is not dependent on the heating volume of the specimen, as gestational age increases. For soft tissue, the temperature increase due to absorption is separated from the tissue volume and intensity by assuming knowledge of the acoustic intensity in the tissue, and evaluating dT/dt, the time derivative of the temperature, at a time at which heat conduction is negligible. The problem is more complex in the case of a fetal femur specimen. The ultrasonic intensity distribution in the specimen is unknown, and absorption in compact bone is expected to be different than that in the inner bone lumen. Further, the total dimensions of the femur specimens at the point of temperature measurement are smaller than typically encountered for soft tissues. In the case of the fetal bone, the quantity dT/dt for negligible heat conduction will be a function of bone mineral content, heat capacity, density, and intensity at the site of temperature measurement, all of which vary with gestational age. Thus the acoustic intensity at the site of temperature measurement will vary with gestational age because of the changing acoustic properties, as well as the changing dimensions of the bone. Although the quantity I• • dT/dt, where Io is the freefield SPTA intensity, evaluated when heat conduction is negligible, is not independent of the specimen size or shape, it provides a useful measure of the variation in heat deposition with gestational age that is not dependent on the total heating volume of the specimen.
A second-order polynomial curve is fit to the digitized measured temperature over the first 0.5 s for the 59-and 67-day gestational age specimens, and over the first 1 s for the remaining specimens. The derivative of the temperature increase at 0.2 s, normalized to the SPTA intensity incident on the specimen, as a function of the gestational age, is shown in --,---,---,---,---,---,---,---,---,--,---,-- The time required for the temperature to increase 1 øC for a specified set of ultrasonic exposure conditions is considered important in view of the fact that the diurnal variation in the body temperature of the mother is of this magnitude. Thus ultrasonic exposure conditions, in which the primary consideration for deleterious effects to the fetus is heat deposition, are considered to be without risk if such a temperature increase is not exceeded. The irradiation time necessary for the temperature to increase 1 øC in the specimens studied is shown in Fig. 4 
